WE CONSTRUCT compact hyperbolic 3-manifolds M,, M, and an irreducible representation p I : T-C, (M,) + SO(3) so that singularity of the representation variety of n,(M,) into SO(3) at pr is not quadratic. We prove that for any semi-simple Lie group G the singularity of the representation variety of sr (A4,) into G at the trivial representation is not quadratic.
INTRODUCTION
In this paper we continue the discussion of the deformation theory of representations in relation to the deformation theory of mechanical linkages that we began in [9] . Goldman and Millson in [7] prove that for the fundamental group of any compact Kahler manifold M and a compact Lie group G the only singularities of the representation variety Horn (7~~ (M), G) are quadratic. In this paper we study the possible singularities of representation varieties of uniform lattices in the group SO (3, 1) . Note that according to Carlson and Toledo [3] lattices in SO@, 1) (n > 2) cannot be isomorphic to fundamental groups of compact Kahler manifolds. Thus the results of [7] are not applicable in our case. We construct cocompact reflection groups I-j c SO (3, 1) and irreducible representations pj: rj + SO(3) so that pr(Ii) is Zariski dense and pz(Iz) is finite, such that the singularities of the varieties Hom(Tj, SO(3)) at pj and V(Ij, SO(3)) = Hom(Tj, SO(3))/SO(3) at [pi] are strongly nonquadratic (see Section 2 for definitions).
We prove this by finding nonzero classes 5 E H '(Tj, SO(~)) such that the first obstructions [[, <] E H2(rj, SO(~)) to the "integrability" of [ are trivial, but the vectors 5 are not tangent to any curve in V(Ij, SO(3)) since the second obstructions to the integrability of 4' are nonzero.
In Section 5 we prove that strongly nonquadratic singularities are inherited by normal subgroups of finite index. Thus by taking finite-index subgroups we prove the following In Section 6 we prove that for a group I strongly nonquadratic singularity at the trivial representation into SO (3) implies that for any semi-simple Lie group G the variety Hom(T, G) again has a nonquadratic singularity at the trivial representation. Thus, *The first author was partially supported by NSF grant DMS-93-06140, the second author by NSF grant DMS-92-05 154. THEOREM 
There exists a compact hyperbolic 3-manifold M2 such that for any semi-simple Lie group G the varieties Hom(zI(M2), G) and V(rc1(M2), G) have nonquadratic singularities at the trivial representation.
To the best of our knowledge these are the first examples of this sort. Our examples are based on constructions of mechanical linkages in S2, which are not rigid at the first and second order, but some of the first order deformations cannot be extended to deformations of order 3.
These examples contrast sharply with the result of [S] : for any cocompact reflection group r c SO(3, 1) the variety Hom(T, SO (4, 1) ) is smooth at the point id: TqSO(4, 1). We discuss vanishing of the cup-product H '(I, so(4, l)Ad) x H'(r, so(4, l)Ad) + W(r, so(4, l)Ad) in Section 11.
VARIETIES WITH NONQUADRATIC SINGULARITIES
In this section we prove a simple but useful criterion for detection of higher order singularities.
Suppose that x = (x1, . . . ,x,) and fi(x), . . . . fm(x) are homogeneous quadratic polynomials with coefficients in a field k and Ul, . ..YJnJ
Let tiO: R -+ k be the evaluation at zero. Proof Let $i(xi) = ait, $z(Xi) = ait + bit2. Then (1) a homomorphism lifting tiO and there exists (2) fi(aIt + bIt2,... ,a,t+b,t2)=O(modt3), j=l,..., m,
Since all polynomials fi are quadratic we conclude:
Therefore we take @co = It/i.
0
Let V be a variety defined over k, o E I/ be a point and 6,. D the complete local ring. We denote by (5) the mth order jet space at o E V and by 71: Jr + To(V) the natural projection to the Zariski tangent space.
We say that I/ has a nonquadratic singularity at o if the complete local ring of V at o is nor formally isomorphic to the complete local ring of zero in an affine variety W given by homogeneous quadratic equations.
LEMMA 2.2. Suppose that r E J,"( V) has the property that n(t) is not tangent to anyformal curve in V. Then V has a nonquadratic singularity at o.
Proof: Suppose to the contrary that V has a quadratic singularity and W is the corresponding variety given by the quadratic equations fi =O,...,&=O
Let [E J$( W) be the image of 5 under this isomorphism. Then < corresponds to a pair ($i, t/iz) as in Lemma 2.1. It follows that the homomorphism $, given by Lemma 2.1 will define a curve tangent to z(c). This contradiction proves that V has a nonquadratic singularity. 0
Suppose V is a variety such that there exists 4 EJ~(V) with the property that n(&&r(J~( V)). In this case we say that the variety V has a strongly nonquadratic singularity at the point o. The tangent vector n(t) is said to be obstructed at the third order but not at the second order.
It follows from Lemma 2.2 that the existence of a strongly no~q~a~ratic s~~~u~ar~ty of I' at a point o implies the nonquadratic singularity of V at o.
COMPUTATION OF H'(T, g)
Let I be a finitely-presented group and p: I -+ G be a representation into the group G of real points of a linear algebraic group defined over R. Denote by g the Lie algebra of G. There exists a smooth compact 4-manifold M such that I = x1(M). We let p:X + M be the universal cover (see [ 16, p. 180] ), hence I acts freely and properly on X. We consider g as I-modulus via the adjoint representation Ad 0 p. In this section we show how to compute W"(I', g), i = 0, 1, 2 in terms of differential forms on M. Proposition 3.2 may be of independent interest.
Let P be the principal G-bundle with flat connection o. associated to p and adP the associated flat bundle of Lie algebras (with the fiber isomorphic to 9). Let d'(M, adP) (resp. sB'(X,p*adP)) be the differential graded Lie algebra of smooth &P-valued forms on M (resp. smooth p*adP-valued forms on X). Let Ui , . . . , UN be a cover of M by contractible open sets such that all the intersections of the U/s are contractible. We let @& = {U,, .*., UN >. The inverse image p-' (Ui) is a countable disjoint union of contractible sets permuted simply-transitively by I'. We choose an indexing of the components by I such that Ui.Fy = pUi,y. Thus
We let 4 = ( Ui,_ i = 1, . . . , N, y E I'> be the resulting cover of X. Then all the intersections of the Ui,y's are also contractible.
Let S, (resp. gqh, denote the q simplices in Nerve(%) (resp. Nerve(@)). If cT E S, (resp. c E s,) we let U, (resp. U;) denote the corresponding q-fold intersection. Now Uio,yoA ... AUi,,y,
Hence each q-simplex of Nerve(&) corresponds to a unique q-simplex n(o) on Nerve(%) and we obtain a simplicial map 7r : ~erue(~) + ~er~e(~~.
Now let cr = (ia, il, . . . ,i,) be a q-simplex of Nerve(%). The inverse image p-'(U,) is a countable union of components permuted simply-transitively by I. Each of these components corresponds to a unique simplex in n -1 (a). Thus I acts simply-transitively on ?t -'(a). Therefore, we may choose a I-equivalent bijection F: ,$ + S, x r. We write U; = U,,, y with 
equipped with the G-action qoT(q) = I%&).
We recall Shapiro's Lemma Proof: Denote by e the trivial subgroup of I. We claim that there is an isomorphism of I-modules (17) Indeed, we define q(T) for T E Ho@%(I),
We claim that cp is a r-module isomorphism. Indeed we have
and tPccpv)h,, = tP-')*cptm,-~,
But po+ _ 1 y 0 p"-' = p,,, y and the claim follows. The lemma follows from Shapiro's Lemma (taking H = e). 
Since && is a fine sheaf the E,-term of the spectral sequence has only one nonzero term and
The claim follows by the basic theorem on the spectral sequences associated to a double complex, Cl.5, Theorem 3.101.
We now filter C.9. by p and find that the El-term is given by ET4 = cqr, HP(42, di)).
Hence the E,-term is concentrated on the p-axis with E;*' = cyr, dP(X, p*adP)).
Hence the Ez-term is concentrated on the p-axis with We can now prove the result we need. To see this filter TC*,. by 4. Then the resulting spectral sequence has Eyg = &4(X, p*adP)). Hence by Proposition 3.2 we have Ey4 = 0, p > 0. Since we have E~~q = .dq(X, p*adP) the claim follows.
We will need to make explicit how the isomorphism 
Since H'(X) @g = 0, it is immediate that p1 is an isomorphism and cp2 is a monomorphism. It remains to identify the image of (p2. By general results on the spectral sequences associated to a double complex [lS], Theorem 2.1, the image of 'p2 is the subspace of H 2(_M, adP) consisting of classes of filtration level 2 for the filtration induced via the isomorphism $ from the filtration T2 C.*. 
THE MASSEY TRIPLE PRODUCT
Let I be a finitely-presented group. We assume that I = nl(M) where M is a smooth compact 4-manifold as in the previous section so that M = X/T.
We recall that the first cohomology group H'(lY, g) is isomorphic to the Zariski tangent space of the representation variety V(I, G) at the point [p] .
In this section we show that the nonzero tangent vector ce H'(T, g) is obstructed at third order, but not at second order if and only if the cup-product vanishes but the Massey triple product is nonzero. Here I c H'(I, SO(~)) is the subspace I = {h, ii: wP(r, 9)).
(33)
It will be crucial for us that we can compute H'(I, g), i = 1,2 and the deformation space of p in terms of differential forms.
Let P be the principal G-bundle with that connection w. associated to p and adP the associated flat bundle of Lie algebras (with the fiber isomorphic to g). We then consider the differential graded Lie algebra of forms
(34)
Choose a point x0 EM and define an augmentation (35) as follows.
Here Z 1 (r, g) is the space of Eilenberg-MacLane 1-cocycles. The map z is the isomorphism induced by the period map
(here C'(I, g) is the space of Eilenberg-MacLane 1-cochains). The map z is defined as follows. Let p : X + M be the universal cover. Choose a base-point z. EX over x0. Let
Here we identify p*q with a g-valued l-form on X by parallel translation from lo.
We will need another description of the period map r. We define
as follows. Given [q] E H '(L') choose a representing closed l-form r] E L'. Let f = pays. Let f: X + g be the unique function satisfying
We observe that w is well-defined. 
LEMMA 4.3. [qr, q2] E H2(I, g).
Proof By Proposition 3.4 it suffices to prove that p*[ql, q2] is exact. Since X is simply-connected there exists v1 E& '(X, p*adP) such that dv, = p*ql. We will abbreviate p*qj to qj henceforth. The graded Jacobi identity [ (44
The last equality follows from the graded Jacobi identity in L'. The reader will check that ([I cl [) is independent of choice of the forms 9, q2. cl
One defines the higher Massey n-fold product operations M, similarly (see [6] ), we will need them only for n = 2, 3.
We now relate the operations M, to infinitesimal deformations of representations. Let A, denote the truncated polynomial ring R[t]/(t"' ' ). If m < n we have a surjection
We abbreviate II,,, _ l,m to II,. Observe that the set Horn (r, G)(A,) of An-points of the affine variety Hom(r, g) is the set of "curves"
(45) such that P,(XY) = pt(xhbNmod t"+ '). 
obtained by dropping the last term. We use II I," to project Hom(I, G)JA,) into Ho@, G), (A,) . We will denote the image of Hom(I, G)JA,) by Hom'(r, G), (A,) , it consists of infinitesimal deformations of the representation p which are "integrable up to order n". By [S, $4.41 we have natural bijections of sets:
The bijections in (48) 
For any choice of v2, v3 we have:
Hence there exists a closed form a such that v2 = q2 + ct. We find that v2, v3 exist as above if and only if there is a closed l-form a EL' and a l-form q3 e I,' such that
The latter equation holds if and only if the cohomology class of [vi, n2] belongs to I. q
Thus we obtain the main result of this section. 
NONQUADRATIC SINGULARITIES FOR REPRESENTATIONS OF SUBGROUPS OF FINITE INDEX
In this section we will prove that strongly nonquadratic singularities of representation varieties are inherited by normal subgroups of finite index. 
Suppose now that M3([') = 0 in H2(I", g)/Z'. Then there exists <'E.&'(M, adP) with d{' = 0 and qj E J&"(M) udP) such that
We apply the operator R to this formula and use the fact that v2, r/l are A-invariants to obtain CVZ, rl11 = CW'), ~1 f WA).
(61)
Since R([') and R(~~) are A-invariants this contradicts the property (56). ci
Remark 5.2. In the proof we used heavily the fact that the singularity is strongly nonquadratic which means that it suffices, to consider only 2-and 3-fold Massey products. In this case of higher-order singularities one may need more complicated calculations.
SINGULARITIES NEAR THE TRIVIAL REPRESENTATION
In this section we will prove that if Hom(r, SO(3)) has a strongly non-quadratic singularity at the trivial representation 1 then (Hom(r, G), 1) also has a strongly nonquadratic singularity at 1 for all semi-simple groups G.
To begin with we may replace SO(3) by SU (2) 
Here L(3) denotes the ideal {[[, o]:o~H'(T,so(3))).

Assume that ([I{10 = 0 in
CONSTRUCTION OF LATTICES
In this and following two sections we will construct lattices in SO(3, 1) and their representations which give representation varieties with strongly nonquadratic singularities.
Start with a graph A in s2 which is drawn in Fig. 1 . We assign numbers njE Z to edges of A as in Fig. 1 ; we shall omit the number 2 using the standard convention for Dynkin diagrams. If the label m = 4 then we denote the labelled graphs by A2, if m = 7 then we denote the labelled graph by A1. (Instead of the number 7 here one can choose any prime number m 2 7.) Then we add extra edges and vertices Q, Fr, F2 to A to triangulate the complementary regions of S* -A. Denote the result by A# (Fig. 2) . Finally, we add 14 extra vertices Zi, . . . , Z14 to the graph A# as on Fig. 3 (we omit the labels Zj). All the edges added to the graph A" have the label 2. The result is a labelled planar graph II = nj, j = 1, 2.
Consider the graph II* dual to II. We assign integers to the edges of II* as follows. If the edge e* of II* intersects an edge e of II then we assign to e* the same number which is assigned to e. 
2) whosefaces correspond to complementary regions of the graph KIT and the dihedral angle at each edge e of II* is equal to n/n if the number n is assigned to e.
Proof All vertices of II* have valency 3 since II was the l-skeleton of a triangulation. Then, by examining the graphs A, A# and II, we conclude that for each simple closed loop t cn: Then the existence of @ follows from Andreev's theorem (see [18, Theorem 13.6.11) .
0
We label faces of CD by the letters A, Bj, C, . . . which denote corresponding vertices of the dual graph II. According to Poincarts theorem on fundamental polyhedra [13] , the group I? = rj generated by reflections rs in faces of the polyhedron @j is discrete and @j is the fundamental polyhedron of r. Hence r is a uniform lattice. The system of relations in r can be described as follows. Suppose that S, Q are two faces of S2 -IT* which have a common edge e with the label q. Then the product of reflections rs. rQ in the faces S, Q has order q.
CONSTRUCTION OF LINKAGES
We construct geodesic maps 4i: A -+ X2, i = 1,2, as follows. Consider the unit sphere X2 in R3 with center at zero. Choose the following points on X2: If two vertices of A are connected by an edge then connect the corresponding points of 4i(A) by the shortest geodesic segment on X2. We introduce a path metric on A by pull-back of the spherical metric via pi. A(') shall denote the set of vertices of A. The graph A is an abstract ~ec~a~ica~ mileage and pi c C2 is its realization in 2-sphere.
DEFORMATIONS OF MECHANICAL LINKAGES
In this section we drop the index i for the linkage Ai and the map 4i since the arguments will be independent of the choice of m = 4, 7. Consider the defo~ation variety L>ef(A) of the linkage A in the sphere Z2 which is the space of all geodesic maps h : A + C2 which are isometries on all edges (we do not divide out by the group SO(3)).
The space Oef(A) has a natural structure of an algebraic variety which can be described as follows. We shall regard points of the unit sphere C2 as unit vectors in R3. Denote by v the number of vertices in A and by E the number of edges. An infinitesimal deformation q' is called trivial if it belongs to the kernel of the projection T(Def(A)) + 7'(Oef(A)/SO (3)). This means that there exists an element of the Lie algebra c E SO(~) = R3 such that q> = c x pj, where l x l is the vector product in R3.
The second order jet space Ji(Oef(A)) of the variety iIef(A) is described as follows. Let q'E T,(Oef(A)), q" E [w". Then (q', q")EJi(Def(A) ) iff Wq', 4') + R(p, 4") = 0.
The elements (q', q") are called second order deformations of the configuration p; in such case q" is called the acceleration of the deformation (q', 4"). An element q'e T,(Oef(A)) is called second order integrable if there exists q" such that (q', q")EJi(Def(A)).
Similarly we can define higher order deformations. Suppose that p: [0, l] + IS2 is a smooth curve such that p(O) = p so that and the identities pi(t)* pi(t) = pj(O) *pi(O) are satisfied up to the order m of c -+ 0 for each vi, rjE A connected by an edge. Then the vector q = (q' = q(l), q" = qC2), q"' = q(j), . . . , 4'"') is an infinitesimal deformation of order m. These deformations belong to the mth order jet space Jr(Def(A)) of the variety Def(A) at p. An infinitesimal deformation q'~ T,(Def(h)) is called mth order integrable if there exists q EJT(Def(A)) such that q(l) = q'. We choose the acceleration vectors in p" as follows:
Then direct calculations show that:
A".E =O, A". C + C". A = 0
By.CzB;.D=Bj.C"=O Thus (q'% p") E Ji(Def (A)). Now we will prove that there is no 3-jet (q', q", q"') in J~(Def(A)). Suppose that such a jet exists. We will retain notations A", B", etc. for its components.. PROPOSITION 9.2. The deformutio~ (q", 4"') can be chosen so that E" = 0.
Proo_f: Recall that E + E = 1, E * E" = 0 since (q', 4") rz J,$(Def(A)). Hence a direct calculation shows that there exists a skew-symmetric matrix S with the property: E" = -SE. We define a l-parameter family of orthogonal transformation by Qr = exp(t'S).
The curve p(t) = p(O) + q't + q"t2/2 + q"'t3/6 is order 3 tangent to the variety Def (A) at the point p(0) = 4. The same is true for the curve q(t) = Q,(p(t)). The curve q(t) has the same first derivative as p(t) but the restriction of the deformation q(t) to the vertex E has zero second derivative SE + E". Thus instead of (p, q", q"') we can take the 3-jet (p', p", p'") of the curve p(t).
0
In what follows we shall assume that E" = 0 which will simplify our calculations. Let A" = C" -D", A"' = C"' -D"'. The scalar products Bj s C and Bj. D must be preserved up to the third order. thus Note that the infinitesimal deformation q' is nontrivial since it is not extendable to a third order deformation of the linkage.
REPRESENTATION VARIETIES WrI-H NONQUADRATIC SINGULARITIES
Let lY = ri be one of two reflection groups constructed in Section 7. We define a representation p: r + SO (3) (3) is a finite subgroup which contains an element of prime order m 3 7 then this is a dihedral group and axes of all such elements in K must coincide.
We conclude that p1 (r,) is infinite. The representation p is irreducible, thus p1 (r,) contains two elements of infinite order with different axes, thus pl(T1) is Zariski dense in SO (3) . cl Proof. We again drop the index i for the groups ri and representations pia Denote by A c: lr the reflection group generated by zs, SE A. Theorem 3.2 of [9] implies that there exists an isomo~hism Y between the germ of the variety Hom(A, SO (3)) near p and the germ of the variety De?(A) near #(A). The last variety has nontrivial elements of T'(Def(A)) which can be extended to second order jets, but are not extendable to third order jets. Hence, the same holds for the variety Hom(A, SO (3) (3)) 8%
is an isomorphjsm of germs of these vur~eties near the re~resentatian p.
Proof Let N be the normal subgroup of I generated by the set R of reflections in the faces of the polyhedron cf, corresponding to the vertices Q, Fiy Zj that were erased in passing from II to A. The composition cp: A + I + I/N is clearly a surjection. We claim that it is also an injection. Let B be the set of reflections in the faces of Cg not included in the set n above (the "rest of generators of I"). Then I has a presentation of the form: We now prove that the quotient mapr --, I/N induces an isomorphism of germs (Hom(I/N, SO(3)), pf -+ Nom(lY, SO(3)), p). Indeed, (;Fiom(I/N, SO(3)) is the inverse image of the trivial representation under the restriction map Hom(I, SO(3)) --, Horn@, SO(3)), where (a) is the subgroup generated by elements in ik. Since ~l(o, is the trivial representation 1, we obtain an induced fiber square of germs (Hem (I/N, SO(3)), P) + (Hom(I, SO(3)), P)
We cfaim that the trivial representation is an isolated point of ~o~~(~), SO(3)). Indeed,
T~(~om((~),
SO (3))) is the space of l-cocycles Zl((n>, SO(~)). But since (a) is generated by elements of order 2 and acts trivially on SO(~) we have Z'((fz), SO(~)) = 0. Hence Ti (Hom(<SZ), SO(3))) = {0} and the claim follows. Hence the bottom arrow of the above square is an isomorphism and consequently the top one is also. tl Proof We have constructed a lattice F2 c SO(3, 1) and a jinite representation p2: r, --t SO (3) with a strongly nonquadratic singularity of the germ (Hom(T2, SO(3) ), pz). Take any torsion-free normal subgroup of finite index F; c F2 such that pz(T;) = 1. Then the assertion follows from Theorems 4.6, 5.1, 6.1. Cl
DEFORMATION THEORY NEAR THE IDENTITY REPRESENTATION
Suppose that F' c SO(3, 1) is a co-compact lattice, p is the identity representation FqSO(3, 1). We are interested in the germ (V(r, SO(4, l) ), [p] ). Recall that the embedding SO(3, 1)~ SO(4, 1) corresponds to the totally geodesic embedding W3 G W4. Denote by r the reflection in W 4 which fixes W 3 pointwise. Then the Lie algebra so(4,l) splits as so(3, 1) 0 m so that r acts as 1 on so(3, 1) and -1 on tn. The splitting is orthogonal with respect to the Killing form on so(4, l), thus it is invariant under the adjoint action of so (3, 1) . It follows that for any 5, ~]~nt, c5, YII E so (3,l) . (72) We recall that the first obstruction to the integrability of infinitesimal deformations [e H' (T, so(4, 1) ) is the cup-product [C, [I. The first cohomology group H '(r, so(4, 1)) splits as H l (r, so(3, 1) ) 0 H l (r, m) and the first summand is equal to zero according to Calabi-Weil rigidity theorem. Thus for any class i E H '(F, so(4, 1)) we can choose a representative [e 2 ' (r, m).
We owe the following argument to Gregg Zuckerman. 
is identically zero.
Proof For classes tl, t2 E H'(r, so(4, 1)) we choose representatives F, , fz E Z1 (F, m). 
REMARKS ON MECHANICAL LINKAGES
Our examples of mechanical linkages were motivated by a construction due to Connelly [4] of a rigid mechanical linkage in lR2, which is not rigid at first and second order. Unfortunately, the infinitesimal deformation of second order constructed by Connelly can be extended to a deformation of third order and we cannot use his construction to prove Theorem 10.7. More generally, for each positive integer n Connelly constructs a locally rigid mechanical linkage in Iw2 which admits a nontrivial infinitesimal deformation of order n. This construction works for S2 as well but to construct a representation of a Coxeter group one needs rationality conditions for lengths of edges which are difficult to arrange. Note that the books on mechanical engineering [l, 171 contain lots of examples of mechanical linkages which can draw quite complicated algebraic curves.
We recall the classical results of Kempe [l l] that for any planar compact real algebraic curve C there exists a finite collection of mechanical linkages in [w2 which can draw C "piece-by-piece". To apply this theorem to the construction of Coxeter groups with arbitrarily complicated singularities of representation varieties one has to solve the same rationality problem.
Question 12.1. Suppose that V is an affine variety in [w". Is it true that there exists a co-compact lattice F c SO(3, l), compact Lie group G and a representation p: F + G such that the germ (Hom(F, G), p) is analytically isomorphic to the germ (V x [w", 0) for some m?
We will address this problem in another paper [lo] .
